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ABSTRACT 
Knowledge tracing (KT) aims to model a learner’s knowledge 

mastery level through his historical exercise records to predict 

future learning performance. Using this technology, learners can 

get appropriate customized exercises based on their current 

knowledge states, and thus the great potential of personalized 

teaching services such as intelligent tutoring systems and learning 

material recommendations can be stimulated. Currently, the main-

stream datasets in KT include ASSISTments, EdNet, 

STATICS2011, etc., which are mainly based on objective testing 

data in the fields of mathematics and language, lacking of datasets 

on music performance assessment. Therefore, based on the con-

text of performance assessment in music education, specifically 

sight-singing evaluation, we introduce SingPAD1, the first dataset 

for performance assessment and the first music dataset in the field 

of KT, with abundant data collected by a public intelligent sight-

singing practice platform, SingMaster. Unlike the existing KT 

datasets, each question in SingPAD is defined as a note in a music 

score, and learners’ music performance can be evaluated objec-

tively and automatically utilizing music information retrieval 

technology. Several classical knowledge tracing models are tested 

on SingPAD, and the experimental results show that SingPAD 

exhibits good consistency and discriminability with existing da-

tasets. SingPAD can be used as a benchmark dataset for applying 

knowledge tracing models to predict music knowledge mastery 

levels and promote the development of knowledge tracing re-

search. 
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1. INTRODUCTION
Knowledge tracing is a challenging research direction in smart 

education, which aims to trace learners’ knowledge states based 

on their historical question-answering sequences and predict fu-

1 Dataset Repository: https://github.com/itec-hust/singKT-dataset 
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ture performance. Leveraging knowledge tracing methods can 

effectively extract value from the massive data generated by 

online education platforms and provide feedback on learning pro-

gress to learners, helping them to identify weakness and 

facilitating the customization of personalized learning strategies 

for different learners. The knowledge tracing task has been exten-

sively studied, and various methods have emerged to address this 

issue. 

There are mainly 3 categories of the existing research based on 

knowledge tracing methods: Bayesian Knowledge Tracing (BKT) 

[1], Item Response Theory (IRT) [2], and deep learning-based 

knowledge tracing. BKT builds its model with the Bayesian prob-

ability formula and treats the learner’s answering sequence as a 

hidden Markov model. It has been widely studied and extended 

into several derivative models applied in practical teaching envi-

ronments [3]. IRT predicts learners’ performance by introducing 

parameters and constructing a logistic regression model. IRT con-

siders that the learner’s response is influenced by both subjective 

factors, such as learner’s learning ability, and objective factors, 

such as difficulty and discrimination of questions. Therefore, the 

model incorporates parameters such as learner’s ability and ques-

tion difficulty. Deep learning-based knowledge tracing applies 

deep neural networks to the knowledge tracing task, and was pio-

neered by Piech et al. [4]. In recent years, there has been an 

increasing number of studies exploring deep learning-based 

knowledge tracing models from different perspectives, such as 

memory structures [5], attention mechanisms [6], graph-based 

learning [7], and forgetting-aware mechanisms [8]. Alongside 

these developments, there has been a continuous emergence of 

knowledge tracing datasets, which mainly focus on subjects such 

as mathematics and language, including math datasets like AS-

SISTments and Junyi Academy, as well as datasets records 

English exercise data such as EdNet [9]. 

As a supplement to the existing KT research, this article focuses 

on a specific performance evaluation in music education, namely 

sight-singing evaluation. By leveraging a large amount of data 

collected by the public intelligent sight-singing practicing plat-

form called SingMaster, we construct the first music KT dataset, 

SingPAD. Sight-singing is a fundamental discipline in music edu-

cation and a crucial basic skill in developing musical abilities [10], 

which involves the ability to read and sing a piece of music at first 

sight. Information such as pitch, duration, and rhythm in musical 

scores is essential for sight-singing performance [11]. Maintaining 

accurate pitch is fundamental to ensure the interpretation of a song, 

while rhythm and phrasing are crucial for smooth and expressive 

singing voice. Learners’ performance on these sight-singing skills 

accurately reflects their sight-singing abilities. However, currenta 
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sight-singing training primarily relies on one-on-one instruction 

from teachers, lacking intelligent means of teaching. By using 

intelligent technology to track the mastery of sight-singing 

knowledge concepts, feedback and personalized sight-singing 

resources can be effectively provided to learners, enhancing the 

intelligence and autonomy of their learning process.  

In this article, we construct the first dataset for performance as-

sessment and the first music dataset in the field of KT, SingPAD, 

and attempt to utilize knowledge tracing methods to capture the 

dynamic changes in learners’ sight-singing abilities. Our main 

contributions are summarized as follows: 1) We collect 19,893 

sight-singing records from 1,074 students through an online sight-

singing practice platform. 2) We construct a sight-singing 

knowledge system and extract questions, knowledge concepts, 

and answer correctness labels from the sight-singing data to mod-

el the knowledge tracing task in sight-singing. 3) Several classical 

knowledge tracing models are tested on SingPAD and the experi-

mental results confirm the usability of the dataset in solving sight-

singing knowledge tracing problems. 

2. RELATED WORK 

2.1 Knowledge Tracing 
Knowledge tracing works can be traced back to the mid-1970s 

[12], and the concept was first introduced by Anderson et al. in 

1986 [13]. Early works [1][3][14][15] follow Bayesian inference 

methods and primarily apply a hidden Markov model, using 

Bayesian rules to update states. Subsequently, with the rise of 

classical machine learning methods such as logistic regression 

models, some works [16][17] use the factor analysis method to 

track students’ knowledge states, focusing on learning general 

parameters for answer prediction from historical data. 

Inspired by the breakthrough in deep learning, knowledge tracing 

models based on deep learning have emerged. DKT [4] pioneers 

the application of deep neural networks for knowledge tracing. It 

uses a recurrent neural network (RNN) to encode sequence infor-

mation obtained from previous interactions, computes the hidden 

state sequence, and predicts the probability of correctly answering 

the next question at each time step. Compared to BKT, DKT can 

capture and utilize deeper levels of student knowledge representa-

tions. Many attempts have been made to extend and improve upon 

DKT to address its limitations. To address the issue of unstable 

predictions due to the long-term dependencies in DKT, DKT+ [18] 

enhances the loss function with two additional regularization 

terms to prevent situations where a learner performs well on 

knowledge concepts but the prediction of his mastery level de-

creases. DKT+Forget [8] considers the case of students forgetting 

knowledge concepts and incorporates more information to further 

improve performance. 

In recent years, researchers have made various explorations in 

deep knowledge tracing model structure. Inspired by the memory 

augmented neural network, DKVMN [5] introduces a more pow-

erful memory structure by using key-value memory to represent 

knowledge states, allowing for greater expressive capacity com-

pared to the hidden variable in DKT. SAKT [6] follows the 

Transformer architecture and first applies the self-attention mech-

anism to knowledge tracing to capture the relationships between 

questions and their relevance to learners’ knowledge state. AKT 

[19] also adopts the encoder structure in Transformer, using two 

encoders: a question encoder and a knowledge encoder to learn 

context awareness for both questions and answers. Choi et al. [20] 

notice that the attention layer in SAKT is too shallow to capture 

deep-level information, and they address this issue by using a 

stacked self-attention layer in the encoder-decoder architecture. 

Several works [7][21] introduce graph structures to capture vari-

ous relationship patterns in knowledge tracing. Based on graphs, 

GKT [7] represents the relationship between knowledge concepts 

as a graph, with nodes representing knowledge concepts and edg-

es representing dependencies between concepts. When a student 

answers a question related to certain concepts, the update of the 

knowledge state involves not only the knowledge concepts of the 

question but also the information of its neighboring nodes. 

2.2 Knowledge Tracing Datasets 
There are several commonly used datasets for knowledge tracing 

tasks: 

⚫ ASSISTments is an online teaching assistant platform that 

provides learners with tools for online learning and evaluation 

primarily in mathematics. It has a large user base, currently 

reaching more than 500,000 learners. Derived from ASSIST-

ments platform, the ASSISTments datasets are one of the 

largest publicly available datasets and are widely used for 

knowledge tracing tasks. When comparing different datasets in 

terms of interaction counts and the number of learners, it is ev-

ident that the ASSISTments datasets have a larger number of 

learners, but the average number of interactions per learner is 

relatively low. The commonly used sub-datasets are ASSIST09 

and ASSIST12, which collected data from students using the 

ASSISTments platform during 2009-2010 and 2012-2013, re-

spectively. ASSIST12 contains important information such as 

student ID, knowledge concepts ID, correctness of the answers 

to each question, start time of the question, and end time. The 

ASSISTments datasets record the precise start and end times of 

each question, down to the second, which is advantageous for 

studying the impact of time intervals between questions on 

students’ knowledge memorization. 

⚫ EdNet [9], originating from Senta (a multi-platform AI tutoring 

service), is currently the largest publicly available dataset that 

collects English exercise records from multiple platforms since 

2017. It includes data from nearly 780,000 users, with an aver-

age of 441.2 interactions per student. EdNet provides rich 

learning behavior data, such as reading comprehension exer-

cises and whether students have purchased paid courses, 

allowing researchers to analyze students’ characteristics from 

different perspectives. 

⚫ STATICS2011 is derived from the Engineering Statics course 

at Carnegie Mellon University. It consists of data from 333 

students with a total of 1,223 questions and 189,927 student in-

teractions, covering 156 knowledge concepts. 

⚫ The Junyi Academy dataset originates from Junyi Academy, an 

online e-learning platform in Taiwan. Junyi Academy platform 

covers subjects such as mathematics, chemistry, and English 

for elementary to high school students, and provides testing 

scenarios such as teaching videos and in-class exercises. In 

2015, the platform released log data specifically for the math-

ematics subject. This dataset includes 722 questions covering 

41 knowledge concepts, resulting in 2,595,292 interactions an-

swered by 247,606 students over two years. Additionally, the 

knowledge tree constructed from the Junyi Academy dataset 

provides sequential relationships between exercises as well as 

similar relationships. 

⚫ The KDDcup 2010 dataset comes from the KDDcup 2010 

Educational Data Mining challenge [22]. It consists of eighth-

grade students’ answering records on algebra exercises from 

2005 to 2007. The dataset is divided into three subsets: Alge-



bra 2005-2006 (including detailed responses from 574 students 

across 112 knowledge concepts), Algebra 2006-2007 (includ-

ing 2,289,726 interactions generated by 1,840 students across 

523 knowledge concepts), and Bridge to Algebra (including in-

teractions from 1,146 students across 493 knowledge concepts). 

3. DATASET CONSTRUCTION 
In this section, the construction methods of SingPAD are system-

atically described, including the construction of the sight-singing 

knowledge system, data collection, data cleaning and labeling, as 

well as dataset description and usage. 

3.1 The Construction of the Sight-singing 

Knowledge System 
The sight-singing knowledge system primarily references the 

chapter catalogs of several sight-singing books in the fields of 

Chinese general and professional music education, as well as the 

explicit requirements for knowledge points in the Chinese en-

trance examination syllabus of renowned music institutions 

(please refer to the dataset repository for the books list). The sys-

tem was designed in collaboration with two professional and 

experienced music teachers. On the one hand, this sight-singing 

knowledge system is comprehensive, incorporating the content 

from multiple sight-singing textbooks. On the other hand, it takes 

into account the characteristics of expressive evaluation, focusing 

on pitch and rhythm as the core components of the knowledge 

system, which aligns with the SingMaster data collection platform. 
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Figure 1. Sample diagram of a sight-singing score. 

The staff notation (five-line staff) serves as the primary form of 

carrying the sight-singing knowledge system. As shown in Figure 

1, a sight-singing score typically consists of multiple lines of staff 

notation, with each note in it having its own pitch and rhythm 

information. Although the sight-singing performance evaluation 

actually involves the comprehensive assessment of three abilities: 

score reading ability, singing ability, and pitch discrimination 

ability, the evaluation result of the learner’s accuracy on pitch and 

rhythm for each note is often used as an overall assessment of 

these three abilities during implementation. This principle guides 

our construction of the sight-singing knowledge system. 

Combining multiple classic sight-singing textbooks, this article 

defines the core knowledge concepts of the sight-singing 

knowledge system as shown in Table 1. The knowledge system is 

developed based on two dimensions: pitch and rhythm. Pitch is 

further divided into three parts: single note pitch, accidental pitch 

(sharps and flats), and intervals. Single note pitch is represented 

by the letter name of the basic pitch classes (corresponding to the 

white keys on a piano, CDEFGAB) along with its octave. For 

example, C4 corresponds to the middle C on a piano. Accidental 

pitch refers to notes with sharps or flats such as the black keys of 

a piano, which can be seen as a special case of single note pitch. 

Intervals, on the other hand, represent the pitch relationship be-

tween two notes and are measured in degrees. In this article, the 

interval of a note is defined as its pitch relationship with the pre-

ceding note, categorized as ascending or descending. For example, 

the two green boxes in Figure 1 indicate ascending major second 

interval. In addition to pitch, the knowledge system also defines 

core knowledge concepts in rhythm, including note duration, dot-

ted notes, and the tied note (where two or more notes of the same 

pitch are connected with a curved line called a tie, with no other 

notes in between). Overall, the sight-singing knowledge system 

defines a total of 43 core knowledge concepts. 

Table 1. The core knowledge concepts of the sight-singing 

knowledge system. 

Pitch 
Rhythm 

Intervals 
Single 

note pitch 

Ascending minor second interval G3 Whole note 

Descending minor second interval A3 Half note 

Ascending major second interval B3 Fourth note 

Descending major second interval C4 Eighth note 

Ascending major third interval 
D4 

16th note 

Descending minor third interval 

Ascending major third interval 

E4 
32th note 

Descending major third interval 
F4 

Dotted half note 

Ascending perfect fourth interval 
G4 

Dotted fourth note 

Descending perfect fourth interval 
A4 

Dotted eighth note 

Ascending augmented fourth and 

perfect fifth intervals 

B4 
Tied note 

Descending augmented fourth and 
perfect fifth intervals 

C5  

Ascending sixth intervals 
D5  

Descending sixth intervals 
E5  

Descending sixth intervals 
F5  

Ascending seventh intervals 

Accidental 

notation 
 

Descending seventh intervals 
  

Ascending perfect octave and ninth 
intervals 

  

Descending perfect octave and ninth 

intervals 

  

Note: Middle C is referred to as C4. 

As observed from Figure 1, a single note can contain multiple 

core knowledge concepts. For example, note D4 possesses three 

core knowledge concepts: D4, ascending major second interval, 

and eighth note. These three core knowledge concepts together 

form a new knowledge concept. In our dataset, there are 270 such 

combinations of knowledge concepts. 



3.2  Data Collection 
This article utilizes a self-developed sight-singing evaluation sys-

tem, the WeChat mini-program SingMaster [23] to collect 

learners’ sight-singing information, which is an online platform 

that utilizes music evaluation algorithms based on MusicYOLO 

[24] to provide automated AI evaluation services for sight-singing 

users. Launched in 2019, SingMaster has collected more than 

770,000 sight-singing records from nearly 8,800 users in more 

than four years. It should be noted that the WeChat mini-program 

has a strict privacy policy and SingMaster complies with this poli-

cy. Users are informed and should agree to the collection of 

relevant information by the mini-program before using it. Addi-

tionally, we try to protect user privacy in the dataset as much as 

possible, for example, only randomly generated IDs are used to 

identify users, and the dataset only contains analyzed sight-

singing data instead of the raw audio. 

The ability to provide automatic sight-singing performance evalu-

ation relies on a comprehensive technical framework: Firstly, the 

learner’s sight-singing audio is inputted into the sight-singing 

transcription model MusicYOLO, where target detection and pitch 

extraction are performed on the musical notes to obtain infor-

mation such as pitch, onset, and offset for each note. Once the 

transcription note sequence is obtained, it is aligned with the cor-

responding musical score fragments. The note alignment 

algorithm is based on an improved version of the Needleman-

Wunsch (NW) algorithm [25]. This algorithm can skip incorrect 

matches, addressing issues such as continuous singing errors, 

overall pitch deviation, missed notes, and structural differences 

caused by multiple pitches in the record. After the alignment pro-

cess is completed, the aligned note sequence is evaluated, yielding 

evaluation results. 

SingMaster provides accompanying automatic evaluation services 

for multiple sight-singing textbooks. Within the same book, dif-

ferent musical pieces have varying levels of difficulty and each 

book contains a range of 20 to 500 songs. The complexity and 

practice difficulty of the pieces gradually increase based on the 

learner’s learning patterns. The books range from simple four-beat 

pieces in A minor and C major to six-beat and nine-beat pieces 

with more complex rhythmic patterns such as dots and triplets. 

Due to the diverse categories of books and the wide range of diffi-

culty levels, SingMaster caters to the needs of different user 

groups. It attracts a broad audience, including beginners with 

weak foundations and advanced learners with considerable music 

literacy. This wide user base ensures the diversity of SingPAD. 

SingMaster collects user sight-singing information through the 

following steps as shown in Figure 2: (a) Select a musical score: 

The user logs in to the SingMaster system and chooses sight-

singing books based on his interests. The mini-program displays 

the available songs within the chosen book, allowing the user to 

select a specific song. (b) Start singing: The mini-program pre-

sents the music score to the user, who then begins to sight-sing the 

piece. (c) Singing: When the user sings, the mini-program records 

 

Figure 2. Step-by-step diagram for collecting users’ sight-singing information of SingMaster. 

 



audio. (d) View overall score: After the user completes sight-

singing, SingMaster provides real-time evaluation and feedback 

on the performance. The user can get sight-singing score based on 

the evaluation rules of the mini program. (e & f) View individual 

notes accuracy: The user has the option to replay his record and 

review the feedback. With the assistance of the algorithm, Sing-

Master offers note-level sight-singing evaluations, with pitches 

within the reference value thresholds shown in green, beyond the 

thresholds shown in red, timing missing shown in yellow, and 

missed notes shown in gray. Learners can utilize the feedback 

provided by SingMaster for AI-assisted sight-singing practice. 

3.3 Data Cleaning and Data Annotation 
We perform data cleaning on the raw data to make the data more 

focused, aiming to provide data with greater information density 

and enable a more even distribution of records. The filtering crite-

ria are as follows: 

• Invalid records due to excessive environmental noise. In noisy 

environments, it is challenging to extract note information from 

the record.  

• Records with scores below 10. Learners who receive extremely 

low scores have very few correctly sung notes in their perfor-

mance, which demonstrates their lacking of basic sight-singing 

ability. 

• Deletion of learners with fewer than 5 records. When the learn-

er’s historical interaction is too limited, its coverage of knowledge 

concepts is insufficient, making it difficult to make meaningful 

inferences about the learner’s mastery level. 

• Limiting the records number for some learners. To ensure data 

balance and avoid an imbalance caused by excessive records from 

certain users, a maximum of 30 records is randomly selected for 

each learner. 

Following these criteria, 19892 sight-singing records from 1074 

learners are selected.  

We annotate score files and sight-singing records to extract three 

important tags in the knowledge tracing task: questions, 

knowledge concepts, and learners’ answer correctness. Each note 

in the score is considered a question, which corresponds to one or 

more knowledge concepts such as pitch and rhythm. Whether a 

learner sings the note correctly represents whether he or she an-

swers the question correctly. The knowledge concepts 

corresponding to each note are extracted by utilizing the 

xml.dom.minidom module in Python to parse the MusicXML file 

of the score. The MusicXML file contains rich music information, 

such as note types (whole note, half note, etc.), pitch, intervals, 

and rhythm. The correct/incorrect labels are extracted from the 

learners’ sight-singing records collected by SingMaster, which 

provides an audio analysis algorithm that gives the note-level 

accuracy of each record, from which the learner’s answer correct-

ness on each note can be obtained. 

The SingPAD dataset covers 2587 questions and 270 knowledge 

concepts, with a total of 1,080,852 exercises. The following table 

provides a comparison of SingPAD with other datasets: 

Table 2. Comparison of SingPAD with other datasets. 

 Students Questions 
Knowledge 

concepts 
Exercises Subject 

ASSIST09 4151 19,840 110 325,637 Math 

 Students Questions 
Knowledge 

concepts 
Exercises Subject 

ASSIST12 27,485 53,065 265 2,709,436 Math 

EdNet 784,309 13,169 293 131,441,538 English 

Statics2011 335 80 1,224 361,092 
Enginee-

ring 

Ours 1,074 2,587 270 1,080,852 Music 

3.4 Data Description 
In the knowledge tracing task, a student’s learning records can be 

described as a sequence of question-concept-answer triplets, that 

is, (q1, c1, a1), (q2, c2, a2), ..., (qt, ct, at). Here, qi represents the i-th 

question, ci represents the corresponding knowledge concept in-

volved in the exercise, and ai represents the learner’s response to 

the question. This data format is commonly used in various deep 

learning knowledge tracing models like DKT and DKVMN. To 

construct triplets specific to the music knowledge tracing task, 

each musical score is considered as a set of questions, and each 

note of the score is considered as a question. Through the sight-

singing knowledge system, the correspondence between the note 

and the knowledge concept is established. The learner’s perfor-

mance on the note is treated as the answer to the question.  

The SingPAD dataset contains the main answering record data 

table (RecordDS) and two supplementary information data tables 

(UserDS, OpernDS). 

Table 3. Answering record data table RecordDS. 

Field Description 

user_id ID of the student. 

opern_id ID of the sheet music. 

record_id ID of the record. 

create_time Time of completion of the exercise. 

qa_array Question-answer array. 

Where record_id uniquely identifies a learner’s sight-singing rec-

ord, and qa_array is a two-dimensional array that records the id of 

each question in the musical score as well as the learner’s perfor-

mance evaluation on questions (correct: 1, false: 0). 

Table 4. Student’s information data table UserDS. 

Field Description 

user_id ID of the student. 

user_avgscore Student’s average score. 

sing_num Student’s exercise number. 

The UserDS table records sight-singing information for the 1074 

learners contained in the dataset, with user_id uniquely identify-

ing a learner. 

Table 5. Sheet music information data table OpernDS. 

Field Description 

opern_id ID of the sheet music. 

book_id ID of the textbook to which the sheet music 
belongs. 

exe_num The number of times the sheet music has been 

practiced. 

avg_score Average score of the sheet music. 

qc_array Note question-concept array. 

The OpernDS table records the exercise information for the scores 

in the dataset. opern_id uniquely identifies the score, avg_score 

represents the average score of the musical score across all rec-

ords, and qc_array is a two-dimensional array that records the id 

of each note question in the musical score as well as the id of the 



corresponding knowledge concept. The learner’s performance on 

each question is recorded in the qa_array in RecordDS. 

4. VALIDATION 

4.1 Support for Existing Knowledge Tracing 

Models 
The SingPAD dataset adopts an equivalent structural definition to 

the existing datasets. Each score is treated as a set of exercises, 

with each note being a question within it. A learner’s performance 

on a musical score is considered an answering process. The learn-

er’s performance evaluation on each note is given by the 

automatic sight-singing evaluation algorithm, and additionally, the 

correlation between each note and the knowledge concept is la-

beled by explicit rules. Therefore on SingPAD, it is possible to 

predict whether a learner can correctly sing a specific note by 

analyzing his historical exercise records, and track the learner’s 

mastery level of knowledge concept across multiple practice ses-

sions. 

The following mainstream KT models are subjected to validation 

tests on the SingPAD dataset. 

1) Bayesian Knowledge Tracing (BKT): The BKT model is 

based on Bayesian probability theory for inference and pre-

diction. It models the learner’s exercise answering sequence 

as a hidden Markov process and sets the learner’s knowledge 

state as a binary variable. 

2) Deep Knowledge Tracing (DKT): DKT is the first model to 

introduce deep learning into knowledge tracing tasks. It uses 

a recurrent neural network to dynamically capture the rela-

tionships between question-answering interactions. 

Compared to BKT, DKT can better track changes in 

knowledge mastery. 

3) Dynamic Key-Value Memory Network (DKVMN): This 

model is built upon a memory augmented neural network. It 

incorporates an external memory module, using a static key 

matrix to store concepts and a dynamic value matrix to up-

date knowledge states. 

4) Self-Attentive Knowledge Tracing (SAKT): SAKT is the 

first to apply an attention mechanism in knowledge tracing 

models. It exclusively employs the encoder module of Trans-

former, and allocates different weights to the historical 

interaction records to enhance the impact of critical infor-

mation. 

5) Attentive Knowledge Tracing (AKT): AKT adds three atten-

tion heads to integrate contextual information, so as to link a 

student’s performance on the target question with their his-

torical answering sequences. 

6) Graph-based Interaction Knowledge Tracing (GIKT): GIKT 

utilizes a graph neural network to represent the relationships 

between questions and knowledge concepts. It uses an atten-

tion module to calculate weights between the learner’s 

current state and relevant historical interactions, providing a 

better representation of the learner’s ability on specific prob-

lems. 

4.2 Experimental Settings 
Five-fold cross-validation is employed to obtain stable experi-

mental results, dividing the dataset equally into five parts, four as 

the training set and one as the validation set. The cross-validation 

is repeated five times, once for each sub-dataset, and the average 

of the results is used as the final result. Commonly used evalua-

tion metrics in KT, namely AUC (Area Under the ROC Curve) 

and ACC (Accuracy) are used to evaluate the models. Higher 

values for both metrics indicate better performance. 

4.3 Results 
Table 6. Results of mainstream KT models on SingPAD. 

Model AUC ACC 
BKT 0.6865 0.7472 

DKT 0.8325 0.8086 

DKVMN 0.8237 0.8144 
SAKT 0.8396 0.8197 

AKT 0.8423 0.8157 

GIKT 0.8480 0.8253 

The table shows the results of the six models, which achieve good 

performance on our dataset. These results indicate that the models 

can effectively model the mastery level of sight-singing 

knowledge based on the historical interaction records, and accu-

rately predict the performance of learners on the next musical 

fragment. This validates the usability of SingPAD dataset and the 

generalization ability of knowledge tracing algorithms in the field 

of sight-singing. 

Compared to the traditional KT model, BKT, the models based on 

deep learning method perform better in the sight-singing task. It is 

because BKT only considers binary knowledge states: “mastered” 

and “not mastered”, lacking detailed expression. In contrast, deep 

learning-based knowledge tracing models can better track the 

evolving knowledge state. In addition, we observe that SAKT and 

AKT outperform DKT and DKVMN. SAKT and AKT both em-

ploy attention mechanisms, indicating the advantages of attention 

mechanisms in handling sequence tasks like knowledge tracing. 

They perform well in capturing the correlations between the pre-

ceding and succeeding musical exercises and the interaction 

behaviors. We also observe that GIKT significantly outperforms 

other baselines in the current dataset. It constructs a bipartite 

graph structure between musical exercises and knowledge con-

cepts, and utilizes a graph convolutional network to extract 

higher-order information from the relational graph. This result 

suggests that modeling KT problems using graph structures can 

better capture the higher-order relationships between exercises 

and concepts. 

Overall, these findings demonstrate the effectiveness of the se-

lected models in the context of the SingPAD dataset, showcasing 

the potential of knowledge tracing algorithms in the field of sight-

singing. 

5. FUTURE WORK 
Currently, SingPAD only includes a small portion of the data from 

the SingMaster platform. In the future, we plan to include more 

data in this dataset, enhance the modeling of knowledge concepts 

difficulty and musical score difficulty, and explore the relation-

ships between different knowledge concepts, which will 

strengthen the support for research in the field of knowledge trac-

ing. 

Furthermore, sight-singing exercise evaluation differs from the 

traditional objective exercises. It combines the characteristics of 

music discipline and performance evaluation. In music, there is a 

correlation between consecutive notes. The correctness of the 

current note’s performance depends not only on its pitch charac-

teristics but also on factors such as note span, bar feature, and the 

overall difficulty of the musical score. In terms of performance 

evaluation, sight-singing ability cannot be easily improved in a 

short period. A learner’s overall performance tends to be stable 

but can be influenced by incidental factors, leading to local fluc-



tuations. These characteristics will be discussed in the following 

research in sight-singing performance evaluation. 

6. CONCLUSION 
Traditional sight-singing concept teaching relies on one-on-one 

guidance between teachers and students. We aim to leverage 

knowledge tracing technology to capture learners’ progress and 

build individual profiles. This will help learners dynamically ad-

just their learning paths, assist teachers in addressing specific 

knowledge gaps, and facilitate personalized exercise recommen-

dations on online education platforms. First, we utilize the 

advantages of online education platforms to collect rich interac-

tion data from learners, leading to the development of the first KT 

dataset focusing on performance evaluation. Then, we compile a 

comprehensive sight-singing knowledge system based on the 

characteristics of major sight-singing textbooks and the assess-

ment requirements of art colleges. For data annotation, we define 

extraction rules based on the knowledge concept definition and 

employ an automated labeling technique to extract labels from 

musical scores and sight-singing records, reducing reliance on 

manual annotation. In addition to the fundamental data, we also 

provide auxiliary datasets encompassing musical score infor-

mation and learner information, enabling researchers to explore 

sight-singing data from multiple perspectives. 

Finally, we test and validate the dataset on various classic 

knowledge tracing models. The positive application results 

demonstrate the dataset’s usability and the feasibility of the music 

knowledge tracing task. We hope that the construction of this 

dataset will provide valuable references for the development of 

knowledge tracing in the field of music. 
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APPENDIX 
We here provide some graphs and plots made from the SingPAD 

dataset, as shown in Figure 3-7. 
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Figure 3. Number of times the 270 KCs occur in sight-singing 

records (the minimum is 63). 
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Figure 4. Distribution of scores of sight-singing records. 
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Figure 5. Distribution of the average scores of different songs. 
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Figure 6. Distribution of the average scores of different users. 
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Figure 7. Distribution of the number of records by different 

users. 

We also provide the raw data without data cleaning in the dataset 

repository. The following graphs describe the raw data. 
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Figure 8. Distribution of the average scores of different users 

(raw data). 
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Figure 9. Distribution of the number of records by different 

users (raw data). 

 


